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p
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Abstract

Results are presented of a search for pair production of heavy objects decaying
into four hadronic jets, as expected for example from associated or pair pro-
duction of MSSM Higgs bosons, hA or H+H�, using a data sample of 5:9 pb�1

of e+e� collisions at
p
s = 130� 136 GeV collected with the DELPHI detector

at LEP in November 1995. The data and expectations from standard processes
agree after four-jet selections. An analysis based on b-tagging �nds no hA can-
didate with high mass. A study optimized to search for H+H� events with mass
in the 40 � 50 GeV=c2 range also �nds no candidate. Finally a comparison is
made with a recent ALEPH analysis which found an excess of four-jet events
with high multiplicity and high mass. Such a signal is not observed in the
DELPHI data, although a slight excess in the mass region around 105 GeV=c2

is seen.

(To be submitted to Zeit. f�ur Physik C)
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1 Introduction

During the data taking at LEP in November 1995, events at centre-of-mass energies
of 130 and 136 GeVwere recorded by the DELPHI detector, with a total integrated
luminosity of 5.9 pb�1.

This allows a search for new physics at higher mass in the four-jet channel, mainly
the possible production in pairs of the Higgs bosons, hAand H+H�, predicted by the
Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM).

For the hA channel, given the high branching ratios of these Higgs bosons to quarks
(more than 90% to b�b), the �nal topology expected consists of four hadronic jets and
no missing energy. Additional signatures are given by the b content of the jets and by
the peak expected in the di-jet mass distribution. Previous limits from DELPHI at
LEP1 [1] allow this hA search to be restricted to mh above 44 GeV=c2 for any value of
the MSSM parameter tan �, and mA above 39 GeV=c2 for tan � above 1.

Four-jet events are also expected in the H+H� channel for low values of tan �, where
the branching ratio for H+ to c�s is high. In this case, a constraint on the equality of
the two masses can be applied to reduce the background. Previous limits obtained by
DELPHI at LEP1 [2] allow this search to be limited to masses above 43.5 GeV=c2.

Additional interest in this type of event comes from the excess of four-jet events with
a sum of two di-jet masses around 105 GeV=c2, found by the ALEPH collaboration [3]
after cuts based on the mass and multiplicity of the jets.

The next section summarises the features of the DELPHI detector relevant to this
analysis. Section 3 describes the event selection, the jet reconstruction, and the mass
measurement. Section 4 presents the hA analysis based on b-tagging. Section 5 details
the search optimized for H+H� with a boson mass in the range 40� 50 GeV=c2. Finally,
the last section describes an analysis made to check the excess reported by the ALEPH
collaboration.

2 The DELPHI detector and data samples

A detailed description of the DELPHI detector and its performance can be found
in references [4,5]. The reconstruction of four-jet events relies on the tracking detectors
and calorimeters.

The tracking detectors are the microvertex detector (VD), the inner detector (ID),
the time projection chamber (TPC), and the outer detector in the barrel region, and the
forward chambers. The ID and TPC cover the polar angles to the beam, �, between 20�

and 160�. Charged particles used in the analysis have a track length of at least 30 cm,
a momentum p above 100 MeV=c measured with a relative error �p=p less than one,
and a distance of closest approach to the primary vertex smaller than 4 cm in the plane
perpendicular to the beam axis and 10 cm along the beam axis.

The barrel and forward electromagnetic calorimeters, HPC and EMF, are used for
the electromagnetic energy reconstruction, covering 43� < � < 137�, and 10� < � < 36:5�,
143:5� < � < 170� respectively. The hadron calorimeter, employed to measure the neutral
hadronic energy, covers polar angles down to 10� in � . Neutral clusters kept in the analysis
have a minimum energy of 200 MeV .

The rejection of radiative events makes use of the STIC (small angle tile calorimeter),
covering the region 1:66� < � < 10:6�, 169:4� < � < 178:34�.
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The probability of the presence of beauty hadrons in jets is given by b-tag algorithms,
based on the use of the double-sided microvertex detector [6], with a polar angle coverage
44� < � < 136�.

The data sample was collected byDELPHI at LEP during November 1995. The inte-
grated luminosities accumulated were 2.92 pb�1 and 3.01 pb�1 at centre-of-mass energies
of 130.4 GeV and 136.3 GeV respectively.

Detector e�ects on the analysis were studied using DELSIM [5], the full simula-
tion program of DELPHI. Events were generated with the JETSET 7.4 / PYTHIA
5.7 Parton Shower (PS) model [7] with parameters tuned by DELPHI, and with the
DYMU3 generator [8] (including double initial state radiation). The particles were fol-
lowed through the detailed geometry of DELPHI giving simulated digitisations in each
detector. These data were processed with the same reconstruction and analysis programs
as the real data.

A four-jet signal sample of hA events generated with PYTHIA in which both h and
A had masses equal to 55 GeV=c2 and zero widths was fully simulated, and also samples
of H+H� events with mH� = 44GeV=c2 and 46GeV=c2.

The corresponding background processes are mainly QCD events, namely e+e� ! q�q
events giving four jets after gluon radiation (q�qgg and q�qq0�q0). A much smaller contribu-
tion at these centre-of-mass energies is expected from ZZ and WW events, and a marginal
one from  processes or Bhabha events.

Table 1 shows the expected cross-sections, and the statistics of simulated events em-
ployed in the analysis.

3 Selection of four-jet events

3.1 Preselection of events

The selection procedure is based on the expected signature: non-radiative hadronic
events with no missing energy and giving four hadronic jets.

Hadronic events were selected by requiring at least 10 charged particles with momen-
tum above 200 MeV=c and a total energy exceeding 0:12 � Ecms . The total electromag-
netic energy of the event was required to be below 90 GeV, to reject a few remaining
Bhabha events, and the total charged particle energy above 50 GeV, to eliminate the
 background without a�ecting the signal.

Many of these events are radiative q�q events, either with an initial state radiation
(ISR) photon seen either in the STIC or in the EMF, or with an undetected one aligned
along the beam. In this last case the missing photon energy was computed from energy
and momentum conservation, after clustering the event into two jets and assuming a
photon collinear to the beam axis. Events with a photon of more than 20 GeV, seen with
an isolation angle of at least 15� or else invisible, were then rejected as radiative.

A total of 672 events were selected in the data after these preliminary cuts, while
653� 5 (stat. only) are expected from the background simulation. The e�ciency of this
selection for a four-jet signal is 94%.

3.2 Jet reconstruction

The jet structure of the selected hadronic events was then studied with a clusteriz-
ing algorithm like DURHAM [9] or JADE [10] (similar results were obtained with both
algorithms when applied to a four-jet signal).
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For the preselection of events, the DURHAM algorithm was employed, with a low
ycut value of 0.003 to minimize the loss of signal e�ciency. Events with less than four
jets were rejected, while those retained were forced to a four-jet con�guration by raising
the ycut value. The jets were required to be hadronic-like by demanding at least two
charged particles per jet and that at most 80% of their energy was electromagnetic (i.e.
was measured in the HPC, EMF or STIC).

A total of 95 four-jet events were selected in the data, while 98 � 3 are expected from
standard processes. The e�ciency for the four-jet signal at this level was 81%.

3.3 Mass measurement

The most direct signature for a pair of new heavy objects is the measurement of
their masses, which relies on the jet reconstruction. Since the jet directions are measured
more precisely than their energies, a simple rescaling method is used based on total energy
and momentum conservation: X

~�iEi = ~0;X
Ei = Ecm;

with Ei = kiE
m
i and ~�i = ~pmi =E

m
i , where the su�x m denotes the measured values of the

jet energy and momentum, and ki is the rescaling factor for jet i and is determined from
the above equations, and has to be positive. This improves the mass measurements and
also rejects some badly measured events, and some residual radiative events, returning
negative rescaling factors.

After this rescaling, 64 events were found in the data, while 62 � 2 are expected. The
e�ciency for the hA signal was 75%. Table 2 summarises the preselection of the four-jet
events.

The rescaling method gives its best resolution on the sum of the di-jet masses, �M .
There are three possible combinations of di-jets, 12-34, 13-24, and 14-23. If the jets are
ordered in energy, 1 being the most energetic, simulation shows that, for masses in the
interesting range, the 12-34 combination is very unlikely and the best e�ciency for a
four-jet signal is obtained with the combination 13-24 or 14-23 giving the smallest di-jet
mass di�erence, �M .

The resolution ��M on the di-jet mass sum expected for a four-jet signal with
mh = mA = 55 GeV=c2 and zero widths, at 130 and 136 GeV , is around 1.9 GeV =c2.
The corresponding di-jet mass di�erence �M is measured with a worse resolution,
��M = 7 GeV =c2. This behaviour results from the energy constraint applied in the
rescaling and the high value of the di-jet mass sum.

4 Search for hAevents using b-tag

The MSSM predicts the associated production of the neutral Higgs bosons, hA ,
both decaying predominantly to a b�b pair, so giving a b�bb�b �nal state in 83% of cases,
with a cross-section depending on the model parameters:

�hA =
1

2
�3
 
1;
mh

2

s
;
mA

2

s

!
cos2(�� �) ���� ;
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where � is the mixing angle, ���� is the cross-section for e
+e� ! Z ! ��� for one neutrino

family at s = E2
cms , and � is the phase space factor:

�(x; y; z) =
q
(x� y � z)2 � 4yz:

At these centre-of-mass energies, this cross-section is signi�cant for the newly accessible
mass range only if tan � is high: for example for tan � = 20 and mA = 55 GeV=c2,
�hA = 0:4 pb at Ecms = 136 GeV . In this case both Higgs masses would be practically
equal, and have a sizeable width (of the order of 0.6 GeV ).

The search relied on b-tagging techniques to suppress the QCD, WW and ZZ back-
grounds. This b-tagging is based on the impact parameters of charged particles measured
using the microvertex detector (VD). The method [11] counts o�sets in r� and z, de�ned
as charged particles with a momentum of at least 0.5 GeV=c2, at least two r� hits y and
one z hit (two for z o�sets) associated in the VD, and with a positive lifetime-signed
impact parameter in r� or z larger than 2.5 times its error.

Two levels of b-tag were applied to the events previously selected.

� The loose b-tag requests �ve or more o�sets in the event (a cut employed to select b�b
events): 16 events passed this cut, while 11 are expected according to the background
simulation; the signal e�ciency was still around 70%.

� The tighter cut requests 3 of the 4 jets to have at least two o�sets (either in r� or
z). This cut was used to suppress the main source of background, b�bgg events.

Fig. 1 shows the mass distribution without b-tag, with loose b-tag and with tight b-tag
for data, simulated background, and an hA -like signal corresponding to four times the
DELPHI luminosity.

After the tighter cut only one event was left in the data, while 1.3 are expected from
the background simulation. The signal e�ciency was 46%.

This event has a sum of di-jet masses equal to 66 GeV=c2 and a di�erence of di-
jet masses of 22 GeV=c2. So the interesting region (mA > 40 GeV=c2) contains no
candidate.

This result can be translated into a 95% con�dence level (CL) upper limit on the
cross-section of 1.3 pb, which gives no improvement with respect to LEP1. However, the
combined statistics of the four LEP experiments could give sensitivity to cross-sections
of order 0.33 pb, corresponding to an exclusion limit at 95% CL of mA > 57 GeV=c2 in
the high tan � region of the (mA , tan �) plane.

5 Search for H+
H
�

In e+e� interactions, charged Higgs bosons are predicted to be pair-produced via s-
channel  and Z exchanges. The tree-level cross-section, which depends only on mH+, is
given by the following expression [12]:

�0 =
1

4
��+�� �3H

 
1 � 2CVC

0

V s(s�m2
Z)

(s�m2
Z)

2 +m2
Z�

2
Z

+
C

02
V (C

2
V + C2

A) s
2

(s�m2
Z)

2 +m2
Z�

2
Z

!
:

Here ��+�� = 4��2em=3s, �H = (1 � 4m2
H�=s)

1=2 is the charged Higgs boson veloc-
ity, the rescaled Z charges are de�ned by CV = (1� 4 sin2 �W)=4 sin �W cos �W; CA =
�1=4 sin �W cos �W, and C

0

V = (�1 + 2 sin2 �W)=2 sin �W cos �W. In all expressions, �em is
yRelative to the beam direction, z is measured longitudinally, r radially, and r� transversely.
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the electromagnetic coupling constant, �W is the electroweak mixing angle, and
p
s is the

centre-of-mass energy.
Taking account of radiative corrections (ie photon radiation and vertex corrections),

the total cross-section is predicted to be 1.03 pb for mH+ = 44GeV=c2, decreasing to 0.32
pb for mH+ = 55GeV=c2. Such low values (compared to the production cross-sections of
other particles of the MSSM, such as charginos) require a large integrated luminosity to
exclude a signal at the 95% con�dence level. With 5.9 pb�1, one can expect to exclude
only at the one standard deviation level, and only for masses lower than 50GeV=c2.

For these masses the only possible decays are into fermion pairs. In any two-doublet
model, the width of these decays is proportional to the squared mass of the fermions,
and to a squared CKM matrix element when the fermions are quarks. Therefore, the
process H+ ! �+ ��� is dominant among leptonic decays, and H+ ! c�s is dominant among
hadronic decays, H+ ! c�bbeing suppressed by the small value of Vcb. Within the MSSM,
the relative amount of leptonic decays, compared to hadronic decays, is �xed by the value
of tan � : for high values of this parameter (tan � > 5:0), the leptonic decay is dominant.
In the present analysis, we assume that the two bosons decay into hadrons, and search
for a four-jet topology without missing energy.

In order to optimize the search, a linear function F of measured shape and jet variables
was built, following the Fisher discriminant analysis method [13]. This function discrimi-
nated between a simulated charged Higgs boson signal sample with a mass of 44GeV=c2

(representing the �rst class of population of variables), and a simulated f�f(n)background
sample (representing the second class of population of variables). The events of these
samples had to pass the hadronic preselection cuts described in the �rst paragraph of
section 3.1. F was calculated by maximizing the ratio of between-class variance to the
within-class variance. It was found to be a combination of the following variables :

� J , a variable de�ned as minj(Ej) � minik(�ik), the product of the energy of the
least energetic jet (in GeV) and the minimum opening angle between any two jets
(in radians): this measures the quality of the separation between any pair of jets,
once the event has been forced to be a four-jet event with the JADE algorithm;

� T , the event thrust;
� j cos(�sph)j , where �sph is the polar angle of the sphericity axis which is strongly
correlated to the polar angle �� of the produced H+ and enables us to exploit the
fact that, for pair-produced scalars, the di�erential cross-section is proportional to
sin2�� .

The linear combination was : F = �0:136 � J + 11:6 � T + 1:37�j cos(�sph)j . Fig. 2
shows the distribution of F for real and simulated data at the hadronic preselection level
and at the four-jet selection level. The requirement F � 8:55 keeps a high signal e�-
ciency while rejecting most of the background.

After applying this cut at the level of the four-jet selection described in section 3 (after
rescaling), 11 events were selected in the real data, while 13:2 � 0:8 were expected from
simulated f�f(n). The e�ciency for the signal was found to be 37% (mH+ = 44GeV=c2

sample).
A kinematic �t was then applied [14], which constrained the measured energies and

angles of the jets to satisfy conservation of total energy and momentum and equality
between the invariant masses of the two chosen jet pairs, chosen as described in section
3.3. Events were kept if the overall �2 of the �t was lower than 25 (for the signal, before
this cut, the �2 had a mean value of 10). With this cut, 7 events were selected while
expecting 10:6 � 0:8 from the simulated background.
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Further cuts were applied on the value of the jet pair invariant mass (the reconstructed
H+mass) and on the value of the minimal angle between the �tted momenta of the jets.
This last variable can discriminate signal events from background events where two jets
resulting from the hadronisation of a quark and of a radiated gluon are frequently close
to each other. The cuts used (see Fig. 3) were �xed in order to keep the best e�ciency
for two signal samples, with mH+ = 44GeV=c2 and 46GeV=c2. No events were selected,
while 2:4 � 0:4 were expected from the simulated f�f(n)sample. The �nal e�ciency of
the signal was found to be 29%.

The LEP1 result on the charged Higgs boson mass is not changed : only a
one standard deviation exclusion curve can be obtained from these results in the
[mH+; BR(H+ ! hadrons)] plane, and that only for masses lower than 47.5GeV=c2 (see
Fig. 4).

6 Analysis motivated by the ALEPH excess

The ALEPH Collaboration has reported [3] an excess of four-jet events observed
at
p
s = 130 � 136 GeV , with respect to the standard model predictions.

Their analysis, originally oriented towards the hA search, starts with a four-jet topol-
ogy selection similar to the one applied in DELPHI, but with a higher value for ycut,
0.008. They also recover events which the DURHAM algorithm reconstructs with less
than four jets, using the JADE algorithm with a ycut value of 0.022 to increase by 10%
the �nal e�ciency for a four-jet signal.

Then three cuts are applied to reduce the QCD and four-fermion background, requir-
ing large di-jet masses, large jet masses and large multiplicities. The �rst cut requires
that all di-jet masses exceed 25GeV=c2; the second one that the sum of the masses of the
two lightest jets is larger than 10GeV=c2; and the last one that the sum of their charged
multiplicity is at least 10.

This analysis has been adapted to DELPHI, taking into account the di�erences in
tracking e�ciency and in detector coverage. In particular, applying the ALEPH analysis
directly to DELPHI data does not suppress the radiative returns su�ciently. Additional
requirements on the electromagnetic energy of the jets (below 30 GeV in the barrel,
20 GeV in the forward region) and on the rescaling factors (less than 2.0 for the �rst
and second jet, 2.5 for the third jet, 3.0 for the fourth jet) were therefore applied for
this purpose. The three ALEPH cuts were then applied, relaxing their values by 10% to
maintain the same overall e�ciency for hA -like events.

Table 3 shows the result of applying these three cuts to the four-jet events previously
selected, and its e�ect on the simulation samples. Finally, 12 events are selected in the
data while 9:8 � 0:6 are expected from standard processes. Using the 44% estimated
e�ciency for the hA -like signal, a 95% CL upper limit of 3.8 pb on the cross-section of
a new channel is derived.

Table 4 shows the sum of di-jet masses for the relevant pairings (13-24 and 14-23). All
events have been graphically scanned in detail, the four-jet structure and invariant mass
values of these events have been con�rmed, and no detector problem has been found.

No statistically signi�cant peak structure is seen in the corresponding mass plot
(Fig. 5), although more events than expected have high mass values. Eight events are
found with masses between 96 and 120 GeV=c2 where 3:5 � 0:4 are expected, correspond-
ing to a probability below 5%. Four events are found in the mass range corresponding to
the excess observed by ALEPH (102{110 GeV=c2) where 0:9� 0:1 are expected.
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Fig. 6 shows the bi-dimensional plot of the di�erence of di-jet masses versus their sum
for the chosen combination. Due to the pairing problem, and since the masses of the two
heavy objects can be di�erent, the second combination could sometimes be the right one.
Fig. 7 shows the bi-dimensional plot of the sum of the di-jet masses for both combinations
13-24 and 14-23 and the projection of both pairings. Good agreement is found between
data and the background simulation. The 102{110 GeV=c2 band contains one event more
than the single projection seen in Fig. 5. The corresponding plots for an hA -like signal
are shown for comparison, and also the projection on to the �M axis.

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the polar angle of production for the hypothesis of
production of a pair of heavy objects, each decaying into a di-jet, for the �ve possible
candidates in the mass range 102{110 GeV=c2, together with the expected distribution
from background. Also shown for comparison is the sin2�� distribution corresponding to
the production of a pair of scalar particles.

Finally, any radiative return candidates that are still hidden can be identi�ed in prin-
ciple by a recoil mass nearMZ for the jet that originated from the radiated photon, which
would more probably also have a low polar angle. The recoil mass is calculated from the
centre-of-mass energy and the rescaled jet momentum. Fig. 9 shows the corresponding
plot for the selected events.

7 Conclusions

The results have been presented of a search for pair production of heavy objects
decaying into four hadronic jets, using a data sample of 5:9 pb�1 of e+e� collisions atp
s = 130 � 136 GeV collected with the DELPHI detector at LEP in November 1995.

Good agreement between data and the expectation from standard processes is found at
the four-jet selection level.

The analysis based on b-tagging �nds no hA candidate with high mass, at an e�ciency
level of 46%. If the other LEP experiments were to see the same as DELPHI, a new
limit on the A mass (of order of 57 GeV=c2 for high tan �) could be set.

The study optimized to search for H+H� events with mass in the 40-50 GeV=c2 range
also �nds no candidate, while maintaining a 29% e�ciency.

Finally, an ALEPH-like analysis, looking for events with four jets with high multi-
plicity and mass, �nds no anomaly, although it does show a slight excess of events in
the mass region around 105 GeV=c2. Additional statistics would help to understand its
origin.
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process 130 GeV 136 GeV

� # events � # events

f �f (n) 475 pb 33700 407 pb 33400

Z/� or Z/� 0.5 pb 60 0.5 pb 60

WW 0.4 pb 60 0.5 pb 60

 1330 pb 10000 1480 pb 10000

Bhabha 2455 pb 12500 2303 pb 13600

hA (mh = mA = 55GeV=c2) 0.37 pb 214 0.40 pb 208

H+H�(mH+ = mH� = 44GeV=c2) 1.03 pb 800 0.98 pb |

H+H�(mH+ = mH� = 46GeV=c2) 0.83 pb 800 0.82 pb |

Table 1: Expected cross-sections and sizes of the simulation samples used in the analysis

observed expected events simulated signal
events (QCD + ZZ + WW) e�ciency

hadronic events with 1101 1077 � 6 98%
Echarged > 50 GeV =c2

after anti-ISR cuts 672 653� 5 94%
E � 20 GeV

four hadronic jets 95 98� 3 81%
ycut > 0:003(DURHAM)

positive rescaling 64 62� 2 75%

Table 2: Selection of four-jet events
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observed expected events signal
events (QCD + ZZ + WW) e�ciency

four-jet events
with good rescaling 52 48 � 2 68%
ycut > 0:003 (DURHAM)
or ycut > 0:01 (JADE)

ycut > 0:008 (DURHAM) 25 20� 1 57%
or ycut > 0:022(JADE)

min(M rec
ij ) > 22:5 GeV=c2 16 14.6�0.7 54%

min(mrec
i +mrec

j ) > 9 GeV=c2 14 10.5�0.6 46%

min(nCHi + nCHj) � 9 12 9.8�0.6 44%

Table 3: E�ects of the ALEPH-like selection cuts

p
s algorithm �M13�24 �M13�24 �M14�23 �M14�23

130 JADE 104.9 27.3 98.1 -24.1

130 JADE 120.5 5.8 64.0 -2.1

130 DURHAM 116.3 36.9 71.2 24.3

130 DURHAM 93.2 8.6 103.6 2.8

136 DURHAM 120.4 18.4 124.5 6.6

136 DURHAM 106.5 38.2 106.5 11.5

136 DURHAM 100.8 38.5 87.0 32.7

136 JADE 97.9 30.2 102.7 -0.1

136 JADE 89.0 37.1 116.6 2.8

136 DURHAM 115.2 54.2 83.9 11.3

136 JADE 96.2 31.7 103.7 25.9

136 JADE 62.0 8.3 110.2 -4.1

Table 4: List of events, indicating their centre-of-mass energies, the clustering algorithm
employed, and the sum and di�erence of the di-jet masses (in GeV=c2) for the two
interesting di-jet combinations. In bold, the mass value selected (by taking the pairing
with the smaller absolute di-jet mass di�erence).
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Figure 1: hAanalysis: Distribution of the sum of the di-jet masses �M for data, simulated
background, and simulated signal (multiplied by a factor four) for three levels of b-tagging.
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Figure 2: e+e� ! H+H� analysis : distribution of the multidimensional function F used
in the analysis. The arrow indicates the cut applied. The dots (squares) with error
bars show the preselected hadronic (four-jet) data. The histograms show the simulated
e+e� ! f�f(n) events (upper plot, with the four jet selection shaded) and signal events
(lower plot). The signal events shown were generated with mH+ = 44GeV=c2 and no
width was given to the H+ ; the distribution is plotted at the hadronic preselection level.
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Figure 3: e+e� ! H+H� analysis : Final cuts on the values of the reconstructed H+mass
and of the minimal angle between any two jets once their momenta have been changed by
the kinematic �t. Black stars are the seven events remaining before these cuts. Empty
circles are the simulated e+e� ! f�f(n) events and the square boxes have areas propor-
tional to the number of signal events generated with mH+ = 46GeV=c2. The lines
indicate the �nal cuts.
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Figure 4: e+e� ! H+H� analysis : Excluded regions in the [mH+; BR(H+ ! hadrons)]
plane. On the left are represented the regions excluded at LEP1 (with 70% CL, the
kinematic limit was reached; with 95% CL, DELPHI obtained the plotted curve). The
upper region was rejected by the present four-jets analysis.
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Figure 5: Distribution of sum of di-jet masses �M for the selected combination af-
ter the ALEPH-like cuts for data (dots) and expected standard processes (hatched his-
togram). As reference, the corresponding distribution for the simulated hA -like signal
with mh = mA = 55GeV=c2 and zero width and for an arbitrary cross-section ( 4 pb ) is
shown below.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the di�erence �M =Mij�Mkl versus the sum �M of the di-jet
masses for the selected pairing. Black dots correspond to data, simple hatching to the
Monte Carlo simulation of the background, and crossed hatching to a simulated hA -like
signal. The lower plots show the projections onto the �M axis.
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Figure 7: Distribution of sum of di-jet masses �M for the two interesting pairings in each
event. Same conventions as in previous �gures. Below, both distributions are combined
in a single unidimensional plot (with two entries per event, one for each pairing).
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Figure 8: Polar angle of production for a pair of back to back heavy objects each decaying
into a di-jet and giving a sum of di-jet masses in the 102{110 GeV=c2 range in real
data (full circles), as expected from QCD background (hatched histogram), and the
sin2�� distribution (dashed curve) corresponding to production of a pair of scalar particles.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the recoil mass for each jet in the selected events versus its
polar angle. Black dots correspond to candidate events. Four entries per event (i.e. one
per jet) are shown. Radiative events returning to the Z are expected to have a jet with a
recoil mass in the horizontal band marked, and with low polar angle (j cos �j above 0.8).


